
Ammendment 

Pre-bid meeting was held in the presence of contractors and UGVCL officers on dt. 

09/07/2021 for tender of maintenance of distribution transformer of urban area of all 

divisions under Mehsana Circle uploaded vide tender notice no. MSNCO/059/2021. 

Following terms and condition is amended as under: 

1. At the Time of Submission of Physical Bid on or Before Physical Bid submitting date, Bidder must 

have to submit all material sample with type test Report by ERDA/CPRI/Govt. Sleeve, Boot, HRC 

Fuse/Base,  Fuse Link, EPR Tap, Breather, Aluminum patta, Rubber Gasket for HT/LT side, Bushing 

of HT/LT, Earthing Road,  Compound  etc. which has been used in Transformer maintenance 

work to “ UGVCL Mehsana RSO, Mehsana ”, duly packed with Sign. If Bidder will go failed to it 

then he will be liable for rejection without any prior information. 

 

2. In the experience certificate, contractor shall have to furnish the details of similar works i.e. 

execution of Transformer Maintenance works executed by him along with the list of equipment, 

tools and tackles and manpower available with him along with the details of the same, which he 

intend to deploy on the site of work to bring in the knowledge of the Company. Also contractor 

have to provide  Seventy five(75) number of transformer Maintenance work experience 

certificate. 
 

3. HT boot should be provided with guarantee of 1.5 years from the date of installation. 
 

4. 27. Period of the PoC: The bidder shall have required to establish the PoC within 3-5 (Three to 

Five) Hours period after allotment of Transformer at particular site. The bidder who will not 

remain present to establish the PoC during the period of the PoC will be declared as disqualified. 
 

5. However, depending upon the number of bidders, UGVCL may give suitable date / time to the 

bidder for establishing PoC. The time of the PoC is within office hours. The bidder has to 

establish the PoC within the given time schedule of two days from the date / time given by 

UGVCL in such case. Decision of UGVCL in PoC will be final. Any request regarding extension in 

period of PoC will not be entertained. 
 

6. Successfulness of PoC: Within the scheduled time period as mentioned above or separately given 

by UGVCL the bidder has to establish the Proof of Concept as above or asked by competent 

authority. If the bidder fails to establish the PoC as mentioned above before the UGVCL 

Authority, the bidder shall be disqualified and price bid shall not be opened. 
 

7. Photographs of before work and after work are to be taken from same angle and to be attached 

with bill. Soft copies of same photographs will have to submit to subdivision office.  

8.  All labours have to work with safety tools and tackles and work with safety procedure. 

  9. Contractor will be responsible for any type of electrical / mechanical accident while executing  

work. 

 

SE 

Mehsana. 


